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Founded in the latter weeks of 2000, Aspen Logistics Services’ tireless 
efforts and dedication to its work mean it remains a leading service 

provider to blue chip clients in the fast moving consumer goods sector
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operating in high-temperature 
zones south of the equator T

he margin of error when it 
comes to retaining the quality 
and freshness of perishable 
fast moving consumer goods 
(FMCG) in general is minimal 

wherever you are on the planet. Nevertheless 
this small margin decreases further still 
when one is operating in high-temperature 
zones south of the equator.

For blue chip retailers in such parts 
of the world maintaining the cold chain 
during transit and having the right goods 
available in store on a just-in-time basis is 
fundamental to their brand integrity and 
their market reputation. Operationally, it 
is a demanding, high-pressure environment 
with no margin for error.

Aspen Logistics Services is a leading 
supplier to the FMCG logistics sector in 
Southern Africa. While its core business 
remains located within South Africa, 
the company also services a growing 
customer base in Botswana, Namibia 
and Mozambique.

A level 3 BBBEE accredited business, 
Aspen is committed to achieving 
sustainable commercial success, principally 
in the road transportation of temperature 
controlled products, adding value to all 
stakeholders within the supply chain, 
while also retaining its position as being 
the benchmark for quality transportation 
service within the sector.

In order to achieve this Aspen operates 
under a clear set of principles. These include 
striving to create smart partnerships with 
its clients by providing a tailored, premium 
service at a cost effective price, to constantly 
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improve efficiencies within 
the supply chain through 
on-going innovation and to 
continually develop its staff 
by providing what it calls 
“dynamic leadership”. 

In addition, Aspen is 
committed to being a 
socially responsible service 
provider with sound and 
ethical business practices 
which comply with the 
principles of good corporate 
governance. By being such 
a business it is able to 
achieve sustainable and controlled growth 
that complements its clients by conducting 
operations in a sound manner.

As part of Aspen’s sustainability drive, 
great attention has been paid to reducing 
carbon emissions from the fleet, year-on-
year. For example, its trailer builders have 
embarked on a number of environmentally 
friendly initiatives in their factories. Aspen 
operates Thermoking SLX refrigeration 
units which have made enormous strides in 
reducing CO2 emissions as well as reducing 
fuel consumption and reduced noise pollution.

aspen logistics’ drivers are 
among the best in the industry
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“Aspen wAs the 
first cAt customer 
to be AwArded A cAt 
miLLion KiLometre 

certificAte”

altech netstar
The long standing relationship between altech netstar 
Fleet Solutions and aspen logistics has evolved over 
many years. The diverse and customizable solutions and 
services provided by altech netstar Fleet Solutions to  
aspen logistics and its equally diverse requirement for 
Fleet solutions has produced market leading technologies 
and service delivery .The altech netstar suite of 
products and solutions extends beyond conventional 
vehicle tracking, driver management and communication 
to include, workflow management, efficiency and 
optimisation management and reporting of fleets and in 
cab remote management.
www.anfs.co.za



Serco has introduced an innovative fuel saving accessory for their 
semi-trailers.  The innovative aerodynamic side skirts developed 
by Freightwing in the US can be fitted to the trailers resulting 

in a fuel saving and an accompanying reduction in carbon 
dioxide emissions. Typically fleets report a 4 to 6% improvement, 
depending upon their application and driving environment. 
The accessory helps reduce wind drag under the trailer and is 
particularly suitable for long distance transport.
Serco Managing Director Clinton Holcroft said what made the side 
skirts special was the lightweight flexible plastic panels which 
were resilient in the event of contact with fixed objects. The panels 
have a smooth finish providing an ideal surface for branding. 
“The side skirt concept is used in the United States where fuel 
savings of 7.45% were achieved during independent testing. 
The fuel economy improvements from skirting have been well 
documented, but the second part of the equation is these things 
must hold up for fleets. The under body skirts are designed to bend 
and bounce back from minor collisions. Flexibility is important 
because the lower you get to the ground, the more fuel you can 
save”.
Sujen Padayatchi, Managing Director of Aspen Logistics Services 
who are testing the new Aerokit, said “reducing fuel costs and 
carbon emissions is a strategic focus point for Aspen.  We are 
always willing to try new innovations to stay ahead and improve 
our business”.
Holcroft was confident that based on initial testing and some 
refining of the specifications to suit local conditions, the fuel 
benefits will make for a solid return on investment.

Trailer Skirts for improved fuel economy

SPECIALIST 
MANUFACTURERS OF: 

Truck bodies and trailers 
that are relied upon by 

leading transport operators 
• Fibreglass dry freight 

and refrigerated vehicles 
offering superior strength and 

corrosion resistant panels 
• New generation ‘Super 

Reefer Lite’ which offers a 
substantial weight reduction

Durban: 031 508 1000   I   JHB: 011 397 8993   I   Cape Town: 021 959 7660
Email: info@serco.co.za     I     Website: www.serco.co.za
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offering superior strength and 

Supported by national 
manufacturing and 
after-sales repair service 
36-month warranty.

Pictured are the Aspen and Serco team.
From right: Eugene Erasmus, Chris De Villiers, John Thompson. 
Clinton Holcroft, Sujen Padayatchi, Rhada Padayatchi, Trevor Holcroft

Aspen prides itself on having an 
exceptionally high standard of operations with 
an advanced technological infrastructure and 
a very high standard of equipment, including 
its fleet of trucks. The company is indeed 
highly passionate about the condition of its 
80-strong fleet of trucks that use Caterpillar 

cold store in transit
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engines because of their global reputation. 
Aspen can be counted among the most 

famous names in the on-highway truck 
industry to have Cat engines under the 
hoods of their vehicles. It was recently 
announced that as part of Caterpillar’s 
drive to reinforce its reputation for 

“Aspen is committed to being A sociALLy 
responsibLe service provider with sound 

And ethicAL business prActices”



dependabi l it y it  was 
he lping  to  launch 
Barloworld Power’s Million 
K i lomet re Campaign, 
which encourages a strong 
maintenance partnership 
between customers and 
TEPS dealers.

 Qualify ing clients 
and their dealers receive 
a special certificate in 
recognition of their service 
partnership. Perhaps more 
significantly, clients can in 
turn affix the Cat Million 

Kilometre logos to their truck’s cab, sending 
a clear message to the market that their 
fleets are in optimum condition and geared 
towards on time consignment delivery.

Aspen was the first CAT customer to be 
awarded a Cat Million Kilometre certificate. 
Speaking during the award ceremony in 
September, Aspen’s managing director, 
Dr Sujen Padayatchi, said that the Million 
Kilometre campaign epitomises the quality 
of the Caterpillar brand and underscores 
the company’s confidence in the reliability 
of Cat’s on-highway engines.     

“As a company, we have an absolute 
passion for what we do and our trucks 

all vehicles are monitored on a constant basis 
by a flagship satellite tracking system
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Nashua Limited is the leading distributor of digital office automation 
equipment and document output solutions in Southern Africa.

We have a wide range of industry leading office automation products, including 
multifunctional printing devices, colour laser printers, all-in-one devices, wide format 
printers, and high volume printing devices. Our business solutions include digital 
storage, document security and compliance as well as document and records 
management. We can help reduce your operating expenses through optimising 
your fleet of printers, streamlining business processes through installing intelligent 
software to manage your printing devices and documents, as well as improving user 
behaviour management.

Aspen Logistical Services & Nashua Central! 
A working relationship! 

Together with Nashua Central, Aspen Logistical Services has improved 
areas within the organization that affects most businesses today – Their 

pockets! By identifying these important areas Nashua Central has allowed 
for faster processing of invoices, improved collection times of POD’s 
from branches and dramatically reduced paper usage.  Nashua has also 

reduced the chance of misfiling of documentation and by doing that Aspen 
has decreased the amount of queries leading to holding back of payments. 

As in the transport industry Nashua central is all about SPEED, Reliability and 
TRUST!

Contact Nashua Central to find out more about  
the solution at Aspen Logistical Services.

Eben Steyn - 082 773 7653  |  011 249 8279
Email: ebens@nashuacentral.co.za  |  www.nashua.co.za

nashua central
Together with nashua central, aspen logistical Services 
has improved areas within the organization that affects 
most businesses today – Their pockets!
By identifying these important areas nashua central 
has allowed for faster processing of invoices, improved 
collection times of pod’s from branches and dramatically 
reduced paper usage. 
nashua has also reduced the chance of misfiling of 
documentation and by doing that aspen has decreased the 
amount of queries leading to holding back of payments.
as in the transport industry nashua central is all about 
Speed, reliability and TrUST!
www.nashua.co.za

“As A compAny, we hAve An AbsoLute 
pAssion for whAt we do And our trucKs 

Are the LifebLood of our business”
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 Weekly
Your weekly digest of business news and views

Because a month is a long time to wait...

www.bus-ex.com

are the lifeblood of our business,” said 
Padayatchi. “For this reason, our drivers are 
amongst the best in the industry and our 
maintenance programmes strictly adhered 
to, ensuring high availability at all times. 
This is underscored by the fact that Aspen’s 
workshop was accredited by Freightliner in 
2005 in terms of OEM compliance. One of 

Maintaining the cold chain during transit is fundamental to a brand’s reputation

the most remarkable features of our Cat 
engines is that, old or new, we get the 
same consistent performance from our 
Freightliner trucks, which is very reassuring 
both for us and our customers in terms of 
on time delivery.”

Aspen has focused on the logistics 
niche that deals with express overnight 

“Aspen hAs focused on the 
Logistics niche thAt deALs with express 

overnight trAnsportAtion of mostLy 
perishAbLe products”



transportation of mostly perishable 
products, due for next day in-store 
delivery.  The company chose this market 
because it is highly consistent with year-
round dependability and little seasonality. 
It also has huge growth potential with an 
emerging middle class who aspire to eat 
better quality food which includes many 
chilled products.

The company is ideally placed 
to win more business within South 
Africa’s dynamic food market through 
st ra ight forward organic growth, 
however it also sees large opportunities 
in surrounding markets where it aims to 
expand its geographical footprint.

While in the past the warehousing and 
infrastructure to support refrigeration in 
many parts of Africa has been poor, with 
big names like Walmart moving into Africa, 
there will inevitably be a surge in demand 
for quality transportation providers able to 
operate within its very tight guidelines as 
the demand for refrigerated products grows 
in line with increasing living standards. 
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For more information about
aspen logistics Services visit:
www.aspenlog.co.za 

express overnight transportation

2000
 

Year Aspen Logistics was founded
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